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I. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of representing a pattern by a point in a hypcrspace, and of 
representing the similarity of two patterns by the distance between their 
representative points, is basic to contemporary character recognition. 
Individual techniques differ in their ways of choosing the metrics and 
coordinates. For recognition (for example) of cursive script there is no 
empirical or fundamental theoretical ground for believing that coordi- 
nates and metrics could ever be found which would make a plausibly 
economical machine agree with a human in its classification ofpatterns. 
Because of this we are seeking a more powerful basis for character recog- 
nition, in which patterns are not represented by hyperspace points. 
The essential problem of character recognition is to find which of two 
patterns is the more similar to a third. When this problem has been 
solved, an unknown pattern can simply be "recognized" as belonging 
to the recognition class to whose members it is most sinfilar. If this 
gives the same recognition classifications a  would be made by human 
subjects, the computation of sinfilarity is adequate. 
It is convenient here to consider a (purely hypothetical) dictionary 
in which for each and every possible pair of all possible patterns there is 
an entlT stating the similarity of the pair. Obviously the number of 
entries would be astronomical nd one cannot see how all the informa- 
tion in the dictionary could plausibly be obtained. But let us suppose 
that the dictionmT entries were such that if they were used for deciding 
to which recognition class members an mlknown pattern was nmst 
similar, "recognitions" based on this would agree with those of human 
subjects. For small fairly well defined alphabets, the success of various 
contemporary nmchines shows that the similarity scores found by these 
conventional metrical computations are tolerably consistent with the 
dictionmT entries. For large ill-defined alphabets the lack of contem- 
porms' success indicates intolerable inconsistency between metrical 
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similarity scores and dictionary entries. This is not surprising, because 
the total number of all possible dictionaries--i.e., of all possible alloca- 
tions of scores to all pairs of all possible patterns--is infinitely greater 
than the number of dictionaries which are consistent with workably 
simple metrical rules. Our aim is to rcplace the conventional metrical 
computation by a computation of sin~ilarity more powerful in that 
(effectively) it allows us a very much greater choice of usable dictionaries. 
Our line of thought is as follows. 
We assume that a great number of patterns, classified into recognition 
classes, are available as data. Further, we assume that if, for example, 
patterns V1 and V2 belong to one recognition class, and lr3 to another, 
then lr2 is more similar to VI than to V8. Let V1 be partitioned into m 
parts Vn,  Vn,  " "  , VI,,, and V2 into m parts V~I, V~, . . .  ,V~.  
Let the similarity of Vn to V~I be a, of V12 to lr2z be b, and so on. We 
assume that if the patterns are appropriately partitioned, the sinfilarity 
of It1 to V2 is the sum of the similarities of their parts, i.e., a -t- b -t- --- • 
V3 and all other patterns are appropriately partitioned and the simi- 
larities of the corresponding parts also represented by letters, a, b, c, 
d, e, --- . A vital assumption in our approach is that a pair of parts, 
e.g., V~, V~2, can be common to several pairs of patterns, e.g., V1, V2 ; 
VT, V9, and that the similarity of these parts is the same in all pairs of 
patterns in which they occur. 
Thus if the data patterns are appropriately partitioned we have 
available a great number of inequalities, which are known to hold, in 
the form 
aq--bq--c> dq-eq- f  
g - l -eq -c>hT i - l - j  
aq - lq -h>bT iWk 
These are derived from the given infornmtion that, for example, the 
similarity of IQ to it2 is greater than the similarity of V2 to Ira, the 
similarity of Ira to V7 is greater than the similarity of Ira to Ir~, and so 
on. From these inequalities it would be possible to deduce algebraically 
whether a new inequality of the same form, e.g., a q- c q- b > b q- i q- f 
were true or not. Given a new pattern, one could in this way find to 
which of two stored patterns it was nmst similar, which is what is re- 
quired in character recognition. 
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To find which partitions are "appropriate," all possible partitions 
could be tried out, and those rejected which would lead to contradictions 
among the given incqualities. The logical difficulties implicit in this 
suggestion are so great hat we have dealt first with a simpler nontrivial 
problem, which is the subject of this paper. In this simpler problem it is 
also necessary to try out all possible partitions and reject those which 
would lead to inconsistencies among the data words. One might well 
think that any technique which involved trying out all possible partitions 
on a large set would be cconomically impracticable. The purpose of this 
this paper is to introduce a powerful new technique by which this 
economy difficulty can be greatly mitigated. This technique is at present 
being developed for application to the character recogalition problem. 
Incidentally, this work affords an example of grcat economy in logical 
design being achievcd by the use of an iterative array of logic circuits. 
Since we give an exposition of computational procedure rather than 
formal proofs, the notation used is somewhat free, which considerably 
simplifies this paper. 
II. NOTATION 
S and T are disjoint ordered sets of N elements and in each of these 
elements "1" or "0"  may be written. The ordered set U is the union of 
S and T. A partition on U is a set of disjoint subsets of U whose union is 
U. The possible partitions on U are 
7Z'I , T i '2 ,  " ' "  ~ T~'O,  " ' "  ,~T i ,  " ' "  ,TFp ,  " * "  , 'E  z . 
The number /~r of different partitions on a set of r elements :nay be 
computed recursively (Epstein, 1949; Williams, 1945) according to 
/J(~+l) = ~ Pn, where p0 = l. 
n~0 
Hence we can find the value of z -- ur when r = 2N.  For all i from 1 to z, 
7r~ partitions U into the subsets 
U, ,  Ui~ , " ' "  , Uq ,  " "  , U~. i
where s~ is the number of subsets in 7r~. 
Patterns on U are ordered sets of binary digits ("1" and "0") in one 
to one correspondence with the elements of U. For all a from 1 to 2 'v, 
7r, partitions the pattern V~ on U into a set IIr¢. of subpatterns: 
W;.  = { IV .~ , IVy2,, ,  "-" , lVq . ,  " "  , TVi,~,,}. 
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For all a and fl from 1 to 2 x, if U~ = U~s and if l|r,,qa is exactly the saine 
array of O's and l 's as W~i~, we say that 
ltrpq~ = W~j~. 
Further notation is introduced in the course of the following pages. 
It  is convenient to say at this stage that whenever the range of a sub- 
script is not specified, the range is that for which the subscript is defined. 
III. THE PROBLEM 
For the sake of clarity we specify that the data upon which the recog- 
nition machine M operates is generated by the generator machine G. 
The input patterns for M arc written by G on the binary input array S, 
and T is a binary output array common to G and M. 
For use in the generation of patterns on S and T, certain constants 
are chosen by G, but not revealed to M. These constants are an integer p 
and a partition 7ra which partitions U into the ~ subsets 
U~I, Ua2, . . .  , U~j, . --  , U~.  
G thcn chooses p diffcrcnt subpatterns on cach of these subsets of U. 
The choice of 7to and the p X ~ subpatterns obeys the following condi- 
tions: 
For all j from 1 to ~, 
(i) At least one element of Uoi belongs to S and at least one belongs 
to T, and 
(ii) In cach of the p subpattcrns on Uaj the part common to UGi and 
S is diffcrent. So if X~ is the number of elements belonging both to UGj 
and S, it is necessary that 
FIo. 1. General block diagram 
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2~5 > p. 
(We have stipulated that the number of different subpattcrns on Uai is 
the same for aUj only for the sake of simplicity.) 
After choosing the constants, G generates complete patterns on U by 
arbitrary choice from among the p alternative subpattcrns on Ua~ for 
cach value of j. The choice of pattern on U is therefore made from p" 
possible patterns. 
To be more specific, for each j from 1 to ~, machine G chooses k(j) 
in the range 1 =< k(j) <= p, randomly except that G never writes the same 
pattern twice on U, so that a pattern on U comprises 
]VGIk(I} , ]VG21. ' (2)  , " ' "  , ]VG..{k(..{) , . . . .  , ] l TGak(~)  • 
Suppose now that G has generated the x different patterns on U 
VI, lz2, "'" , V=, V~, "'" , ] '~  • 
Given these x patterns, and the part of the (x + 1)th pattern written 
on S, machine M is required to predict as accurately as possible the part 
of the (x -5 1)th pattern on T. If M fails to make even an inaccurate 
prediction, it is given the (x + 1)th pattern on T and the (x + 2)th 
pattern on S, and rcquircd to prcdict he (x -5 2)th pattern on T, and 
so on. If machine M succeeds in predicting the (x -5 1)th pattcrn on T, 
it is required to predict he (x -5 2)th pattern on T, given the (x -5 2)th 
pattern on S, but not given the (x -5 1)th pattern on T, and so on. It  
is important to note that the constants p, ¢;, =a are not revealed to M, 
and M is required to make at least a number of prcdictions whatever 
the values of these constants. 
For example if a = 3, p = 2, the eight patterns on U generated by G 
might be as shown in Fig. 2. I,~ Fig. 2 each digit is labelled to show for 
what value of j, k(j) this digit belongs to TVGikC,~. (~[achine M is pre- 
sented only with patterns on S and T, without labels.) After storing the 
first six rows, for example, machine M might predict he seventh pattern 
on T given the seventh pattern on S. 
IV. A DESIGN FOR MACHINE M 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The rules of operation of machine M are introduced in two stages. 
In the first, rules are given for finding associations between parts of 
patterns but without regard to economy in the number of logical opera- 
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S T 
j ,k( j)vatucs II 32  32 21 II 21 32  21 II 21 32 21 i l 32 
Pat tern  0 I I I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 I 
j , l<j)valucs II 31 31 22 II 22 31 -)2 I 22 31 22 I 31 
Pat tern  0 I 0 00 l  I I 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 
j , k ( j )va lues  12 31 31 21 12 21,31 21 12 21131 21 12 31 
Pattern I I 0 I 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 I I 
j .k( j )values 12 32 32 22112122 32 22  12 22 32 22 12 32 
Pat tern  I I I 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 I I I I 
j , k ( i )va lucs J l l  31 31 21 I 21!31 21 I 21 31 21 i l l  31 
Pat tern  0 I 0 I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 I 
j .k( j )  valucs II 323222 I 2232 22 II 223222 II 32 
Pattern 0 I I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I 0 I 
j , k ( j )va lues  12 31 31 22 12 2231 22 12 22 31 22=12'31 
Pattern I I 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I I I 
I~k( j )valucs 12 32 32 21 12 21 32 21 12 21 !32 21 12 32 
Pat t¢rn  1 I I I 0 010  I I 0 I 0 I I 
Fro. 2. Examp]e of patterns on U 
tions required. In the second stage an economy technique is applied 
to the first stage, and the price for the drastic economy which is achieved 
is a degree of unreliability in the performance of the machine. The first 
stage is unconventional nd is chosen specially so that the economy 
technique can be applied to it. The choice of the rules of operation of 
machine hi is supported by results of computer simulation, rather than 
a theoretical justification. But very loosely, our underlying line of 
thought is as follows. 
Suppose, just for a moment, hat the partitions oil S and 7' chosen by 
G were revealed to M, but that the pairing of S, T subsets was not re- 
vealed. If M could find two patterns V=, V~ such that only one subpat- 
tern on S and one oll T were common to both, it would follow immediately 
that these subpatterns wcrc on subsets paired by G. By this trivial means 
M could find the corresponding 7' subset for every subset of S in ~'a, 
and would find a set of pattern partitions which obeyed, the following 
rule. In a patten~ partition obeying this rule, each and every subpattern 
is the only common one between this pattern partition and a partition, 
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which also obeys this rule, on a differcnt pattern. When we stipulate that 
M is not given any information about the choice of 7ra, we make M 
try out all possible pattenl partitions, seeking a set which obey the rule 
just stated. Our design is based on the assumption that pattern parti- 
tions which obey this rule are far more likely to be consistent with ~rG 
thcn those which do not obey it. We do not know of a better technique 
based on different assumptions. 
B. FINDING ASSOCIATIONS I:~EGARDLESS OF ECONOMY 
I t  is convenient to use existential and universal quantifiers (see, for 
instance, (Suppes, 1957)). For example " (Bx) (x  = a) where x is the 
range 1 to y" means "there exists x in the range 1 to y such that x = a." 
And "(x) (x E A) where x is in the range 1 to y" means "for all x from 
1 to y, x E A . "  When not specified the range is understood to be that for 
which the quantified variable is defined. 
We define the pattern intersection operation " , "  as follows: 
W~,, ,  W~,B - {W,s,,~, W,s~.~,, " "  , TV,i~+,, " " ,  IV,+,,=}, 
where 
and 
( jk)(3q)(w,j, ,~ = w~)  
where q is in the range 1 to sp. Thus W,.~, IV~ is the set of subpatterns 
common to |V~ and l l r~.  
Let us now suppose that the machine G has written in turn on U the 
x patterns 
V1, V~, . . .  , Va ,  ~,  . . .  , V=, 
that these have been stored in machine M,  and that M is now required to 
predict he (x -I- 1)th pattern on T given the (x -t- 1)th pattern oil S. 
Machine M begins by finding which of the sets IV~ belong to a set 
E0 defined as follows. ]lr~ E E0 if and only if 
( j ) ( ' -4p)("4~)(( lV, , , ,  llrp~ =- {Wo=}) & (a ~ fl)). 
I.e., every subpattern in ][|r must be the only comnmn one to IV;~ 
and a partition on some other pattern. And we say that IV~ E E~ 
if and only if ]V~ E E0 and 
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(j) (3p)(3/~)(W,, .W,~ = {lV,s.}) & (a # fl) & (H~ E E0)). 
Thus the subpattera~s must be common to pattern partitions belonging 
to E0. And also IV~ E E2 if and only if IV~ E E1 and 
= & # & E E , ) ) .  
E3, E , ,  Es, " "  , Ely, Eor+l) are similarly defined. We define E~- as the 
first member of this series such that E~- = Etr+l. (Because Eo is finite 
and each member of the series of sets E0, E~, E2, -.- includes the follow- 
ing member, it follows that there exists a value of IV such that E~- = 
E(w+l).) Examples are given below in Appendix I. 
Having found the members of the successive sets Eo, E1, . . .  , E)r ) 
nmehine M generates all possible patterns on T and each of these in 
turn is written on U together with the (x + 1)th pattern on S. The 
2 "v different patterns on U produced in this way are 
VI' ,  V~', " "  , V J,  - "  , V~,v 
and for example ~r~ partitions V~' into a set W~. of subsets: 
w;o  = . . . ,  . . . ,  
Machine M now finds which of the sets IV~ belong to a set F defined as 
follows. W~. E F if mid only if 
(j)(74p)(3[3)((W~i~ E T|r~) & (TV~ E Ev)).  
Thus all the subpatterns in W~. must belong also to pattern partitions 
in Ev .  
Machine 211 takes It. ~ as a predicted pattern on U if and only if 
(3i)(w;. E F). 
I.e., at least one partition on V' must satisfy the above condition for 
belonging to F. The part of a predicted pattern on U which is also on T 
is of course a predicted pattern on T. 
A disadvantage of these rules of operation is that the number of pat- 
tern partitions IVy. which must be examined is astrononfieal when N is 
large. This number could be somewhat reduced by considering only parti- 
tions in which every subset contains at least one member of S and one 
member of T. We have not imposed this restriction, because it would 
lead to added complexity in the drastic economy technique described 
below. 
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V. ECONOMY TECtINIQUE 
We choose 2N subsets of U 
R1, R~, .- .  , Rh, .-. , R2.v 
each (for simplicity) containing n elements, and (again for simplicity) 
such that every element in U belongs to exactly n of these subsets. 
Apart from this constraint the choices of subsets are made randomly. 
(Thus, for example, all the elements of Rh might belong to S.) 
For a pattern V, 0h U, for all h from 1 to 2N there is a pattern on Rh 
which is part of V, .  If for diffcrent patterns on U the patterns on Rh 
are identical, these are treated as one and the same pattern on Rh. 
In the economized design for machine M, for all h from 1 to 2N, pat- 
terns on R~ are treated exactly as patterns on U were trcated in the 
uneconomized design. For example, if Rh comprises the first, fourth, 
seventh eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth clements of U, then for the example 
given in Fig. 2 the first four patterns on Rh are |rz to V4 in Appendix I, 
Example 1. 
Let us now suppose that x patterns on U have been stored as patterns 
on R1, R2, --- , R2.v, and that prediction of the (x ~ 1)th pattern on T 
is required, given the (x -{- 1)th pattern on S. Firstly, predicted patterns, 
if any, on R1, R2, -. • , R2.v are found according to the rules previously 
given. Generally there is more than one predicted pattern on each of these 
subsets, and we define Q0 as the set of all prcdieted patterns on all these 
subsets R1, R2, .-- , R2.v. 
Let the elements of U be 
d~ , d2 , " "  , d~ , . . .  , ,I~.~., 
and for all 9 from 1 to 2N, let 
Rol , Ro2 , " " , R~,, 
be the n subsets to which dg belongs. From Q0 machine M constructs a 
pattern Po according to the following rule. "1" is written in dg in P0 
if one each of the subsets Rg~, Rg~, -.- , Rg, there is at least one pattern 
belonging to Qo in which "1" is written in dg. Similarly, machine M 
writes "0" in do in Po if on each of the subsets Ro~, Rg.., . . .  , Ro., there 
is at least one pattern belonging to Qo in which "0" is written in Dg. 
In fact it is possible for both "1" and "0,"  and also neither "1" nor "0"  
to be written in dg (and the definition of patterns on U must be extended 
accordingly). 
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We define QI as the set of patterns belonging to Q0 which arc included 
in P0. Machine/11 now constructs from Qt a pattern Pt following the 
same rule as that used in constructing Po from Q0. Q2 is the set of pat- 
terns belonging to Q~ which are included in P~, P~, P~, P4, " "  and 
Q3, Q4, "'" arc similarly defined. And we define P~ as the first pattern 
in the series 
such that 
Po ,  P1 , / )2 ,  " '" , P~, ,  P~+I ,  "'" 
P ~ is taken as the predicted pattern on U unless all tile elements of U have 
written in them "neither 0 nor 1," in which case we say that machine/1[ 
has failed to predict he (x q- 1)th pattern. This rule for constructing 
P~ fi'om Q0 has been applied elsewhere (Ullmann, 1965) to a different 
problem. 
For example, Q0, Ql, Q2, Q~ and P0, P I ,  P2, P~ = P~ might be as 
shown in Fig. 3. In this, (1/0) represents an element of U with both 
"1" and "0" written in it. Sometimes (1/0)s occurs in P,~, and we 
then say that there are errors in P~, which will be arbitrarily defined 
in more detail below. 
If machine/11 makes a successful prediction of the (x q- 1)th pattern, 
the patterns on R~, R2, -.- , R2.v corresponding to the (z + 1)th pattern 
on U are not stored. But if 11[ fails in this prediction these patterns are 
stored and use in finding afresh the members of the respective sets E~,  
" I - 0 - - I  Iol, l,l-I-Iol 
- , oo - -  IIl-lOl-l-l,l 
- I 0~0- -  Ho!Olo__o,_,L-l-i l - loh, i -H 
I . - I  I -  i i -  I0  
' .... :i'" 
°°*? -1 '  '-'° - '  I - I I Q I  - I0  0 
- I - iO  
- I  - i i  D 
I I  0 I I-- ol I 
q I-lol-I-IJ 
- I O 0 - -  -lolol,H- 
,l-l-l,lll- 
-I°1-1_-I:1 ', 
-0 -  I -  I . I ,LIoH, 
I -~-  I -  
I~tO I  I i 
I ll I-Iol-I-Ic I I-Iolo1, I-I-I Ill-I-I, I, I-I 
O 3 - 0 - -  I I H,H-J,I,J 
/I-Iot-I,l-III 
L , - o - J -  l ooll 
Fla. 3. Example of construction ofP,~ from Qo 
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E2~ , --" , E2.v,,, corresponding to R, ,  R2, "" , R2.v. Similarly tile 
(x + 2)th pattern is stored only if M fails in predicting it, and so on for 
the subsequent patterns on U. 
VI. COMPUTER S IMULAT ION 
In the simulation patterns on U were represented by 4N bit patterns, 
in which "01" represented "1," "10" represented "0," "00" represented 
"neither 0 nor 1" and "11" represented "both 0 and 1." Machine M was 
said to have made a prediction if the predicted pattern did not consist 
entirely of "00" 's. If M made a prediction, the predicted pattern was 
compared with the corresponding pattern on U generated by G, and the 
number of corresponding digits in these two patterns not both "1" or 
both "0" was counted and referred to as the number of errors. If, for 
example, there was "01" in dg in the generated pattern on U, but in the 
predicted pattern there was "10," this was counted as two errors; but 
if there was "11" in dg in the predicted pattern, this was counted as one 
error. 
I 0  
I 
c~ 5: 
m L 
4 
Z 3 
2 
I 
0 
0 
j . fo r  0" .  3 
• " I "  p -2  
I 
f o r  O' - 4 
~-2  
I 
I f f I 7 f I f 
! 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Number  o f  p red ic t ions  in a run  
Fro. 4. Histograms of frequency of number of predictions in a run 
! 
IO 
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In a "run" all tile p" different patterns oil U were presented in turn to 
M, and the number of predictions, and the number of errors in each 
prediction were counted. For each run the subsets Rt ,  R2, - - .  , R~.v 
and also *re and the subpatterns on ~rvt, fro2, - ' - ,  rrG, were chosen 
differently: they were derived from pseudorandom numbers. 
Two short cuts were used in the program and these are described 
below in Appendix I I .  
In the simulation on an English Electric KDF9 computer tim 
parameter values 
2N = 20 
n= 6 
were chosen, being the largest plausible values. Eighteen runs were made 
with ~ = 3, p = 2, mid eighteen runs with a = 4, p = 2. Figure 4 shows 
two histograms, giving the number of runs in which there were various 
numbers of predictions per run. (Note that  sometimes in a run, for ex- 
ample, the seventh pattern would be predicted, but not the eighth, 
mad then the ninth and following patterns would be predicted.) Figure 
5 shows two histograms giving the number of predictions in which there 
were various numbers of errors in a prediction. Wi th ,  = 3, runs on the 
KDF9 took between one minute and one mad a half hours; and with 
= 4, between seven minutes and roughly three hours. 
In earlier work (Ullnmnn, 1962) a trivial special case of the present 
design was simulated under the stipulation that a = 1. Better results 
obtained by increasing the value of n, which strongly suggests that the 
same would be true in the present work. The earlier work was described 
in terms of logical desigu and indicates how the present design of machine 
M can be realized as an iterative array of logic circuits. 
APPENDIX  I 
EXAMPLE 1 
Suppose for simplicity that U has only the six elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
and that the patterns 
lrl = 010100 
V2 = 001010 
lr3 = 111001 
V4 = 100111 
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50 
40  
l 
:a 3o  
.9 
3 
.10 
E 
~ 2o 
I 0  
0 
fo r  0'=4 ~ / P=2 
~=2 
: , ] 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
N,,mbcr of  errors  in o predict ion 
Fzo. 5. Histograms of frequency of number of errors in a predictio,~ 
have been stored by machine M. The 203 partitions on U arc 
~r, = {1, ~,'7 3, 4, 5, 6;} 
~r2 = {1; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;} 
~3 = {2; I, 3, 4, 5, 6;} 
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~r4 = {3; 1, 2, 4, 5, 6;} 
,$ r  5 ~- - -  . . .  
~r~ = {1;2 ;3 ;4 ;5 ;6 ;}  
7r,~ = {1,6 ;2 ;3 ;4 ;5 ;}  
7r,~ = {1;2 ;3 ,4 ;5 ;6 ;}  
~r~0 = {1;2 ,5 ;3 ;4 ;6 ;}  
~r2t = {1 ,6 ;2 ,5 ;3 ;4 ;}  
Trio. = {1 ,6 ;2 ;5 ;3 ,4 ;}  
~r~ = {1;6 ;2 ,5 ;3 ,4 ;}  
:r~, = {1 ,6 ;2 ,5 ;3 ,4 ;}  
71"25  = • • • 
71"203 = • . .  
To find the members of Eo we examine ach of the 203 partitions oll V1, 
Its, lr3, lr4 in turn. For example consider tlle partition ~-17 oxl lrt,  which 
gives W17a. lV17a,, is the only common subpattern between IVtT,I and 
Y ° Y II 2.5 , It 17.2.1 is tile only common subpattern between lit,7.1 and lVs:~ ; 
and similarly the remaining four subpatterns in lV17a are found to be 
the only common subpatterns between l|rlTa and a partition on another 
pattern. Therefore IV,Ta belongs to E0. In If%., the second subpattern 
is the right hand five digits in V,, and this is not found in any of the 
patterns V2, Ira, Ira. Therefore llr2.l does not belong to E0. Having 
worked through all the partitions on all the stored patterns, we find in 
fact that for all i from 17 to 24 and all a from 1 to 4, IV~ C E0. 
We now examine in turn each member of E0 to find which art members 
of E l .  Consider for example IVaT., • llr,7.,.l is not the only eomnmn sub- 
pattern between lVlTa and IlrlT.2, IV19.~, lV~o.2, nor 1V23,2 • Since ltr17,,., 
does not belong to any other member of E0, WxT,x does not belong to E1. 
Now consider IV2, a : IV24 a a is the oIfly common subpattern between lV2ta 
and 1|r24,~ ; ][r2t,~.x is the only common subpattern between lira4.1 and 
lira4.3 ; and W24.3,l is the only common subpattern between IV~.x and 
W~,.4. But 11%4.~, 1V~4,3,1V~4.4, and llr~aa ll belong to E0 and therefore 
lV~a belongs to E l .  After working through all the members of E0 we 
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find that in fact 
T E1 = {ll :m,  E~4,~,  11r2~,3 , IV . .m}.  
We then examine the members of E1 and find that E.~ = E1 and therefore 
in this exmnple Ex = E : .  
Suppose now that the first three elements of U belong to S and the 
last three to T. Given that the fifth pattern on S is 110, we are required 
to predict the fifth pattern on T. The first step is to write in turn all 
possible patterns on T beside 110 on S. This gives 
lT1 ' ~--" 110000 
V, / '  = 110001 
ITs ' = 110010 
I ra '= 110011 
Vs '= 110100 
Ire '=  110101 
l rT '= 110110 
Vs' = 110111 
To find the members of F we consider in turn IV;. for all i from 1 to 203 
and all a from 1 to 8. We find for example that 1V~,1,8,11r'24,2,8  IV24,3,sI 
do not belong to any member of E :  and therefore lV~4,s does not belong 
to F. On the other hand 
and 
and 
In fact we find that 
7 ! 7" II 2~,I,e = Tl 24,1,a 
T ! 7 TI 2~,2,6 = I I  24.2,3 
r' 
I |  2~.3,e = 1V:~,3.4. 
F = {TV;4,e} 
so lre' is taken as the predicted pattern on U, and the predicted pattern 
oil T is 101. 
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EXAMPLE 2 
In Example 1 only one partition is evident in E ,  and wc now give an 
example in which more than one partition is evident in E~. 0nly for the 
sake of simplicity, each subset of 7to includes exactly o*m member of S 
and one member of T in both Exanlples 1 and 2. 
In Example 2, S and 7' both have four elements. The 4,140 possible 
partitions on U are 
Tile patterns 
7r, = {1, 5; 2, 6; 3, 7; 4, 8;} 
rr~ = {1, 2, 5, 6; 3, 7; 4, 8;} 
r3 = {1, 5; 2, 3, 6, 7; 4, 8;} 
r4 = {I, 5; 2, 6; 3, 4, 7, 8;} 
,r5 = {I, 4, 5, S; 2, 6; 3, 7;} 
71" 6 ~ • . .  
7r4.,4o = {I; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; S;}. 
V, = 11111111 
V2 = 10001000 
V3 = 01000100 
V, = 00100010 
V5 = 00010001 
have been stored in machine M. I t  can be readily verified that in this 
case the following are members 
llq,1 = {llq,,,~. 
Tit4,2 = { IV1.1.1 
1V3,2 = { IV,,,,I 
r 11r4,3 = { II ~,1.~ 
1V~.3 = { 1V5.1.4 
1|r2,4 = { llr2,,,~ 
l lq , ,  = {TVs.,.~ 
ofE~:  
TV4,2,3 
TV5.2.4 
TV3,2,5 
TV1,2,1 
TV1,2,1 
lTq,3,1 
lTq.2.~ 
|I'2.3.4 , |V2.4.51 
W4.3.~} 
TIq.3.4} 
W4.3..,} 
W'3,3,~} 
llq,3,d 
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lI~.~ = {1I~.1.~, W5.3,~, iV1,4,1} 
1V3,5 = {1V4.1.3,1T"3,~,2,1V1,4,1}. 
Suppose now that the sixth pattern on S is 0110. Then the I)redicted 
pattern on U is 
VG I --- 01100110, 
since for example 
w;.o = 
and therefore the predicted pattern on T is 0110. 
APPENDIX I I  
SHORT CUTS IN THE PROGRAM 
Suppose that there are four stored patterns on Rh, in which the second 
digit is a "1" and the fifth a "0":  
110001 
110100 
011000 
011101. 
The program finds these common digits, records their positions and 
removes them leaving: 
1001 
1010 
0100 
0111. 
The prediction routine operates on the remaining patterns exactly-as 
though n = 4. This is very much quicker than with six bit patterns be- 
cause the number of partitions on a set of four elements is 15. Suppose 
that the prcdieted pattern is 
1011. 
The program now inserts the digits which were removcd previously, 
placing them in their original positions. In the example, thercfore, we 
obtain 
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110101, 
and this is entered in Q0. 
Another short cut avoids finding the members of the successive sets 
E0, E l ,  E2, . . .  , E~ synchronously. Without this short cut each 
member of the list lVn, IVy:, -- • , W,1, Wn,  W~.~, - . .  , W,~, IVan, 
lira,, - - .  , lF** would be compared with the other members in turn to 
find whether it belonged to E0. In the short cut, as soon as a member of 
the list is shown not to belong to E0 it is eliminated from the list, and no 
further members arc compared with it. There are similar eliminations on 
successive passes down the list. When after working through the list t 
times there are no further eliminations the (t -t- 1)th time, the remaining 
entries are treated as belonging to E~. The greatest value of t which 
occurred in the simulation was three. 
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